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Abstract: The influence of ultrasound on a decrease of the number of colonies of microorganisms and chemical 

oxygen demand has been investigated. Oxidation of organic compounds proceeds according to the first order 

reaction during sonication and destruction of microorganisms proceeds according to the pseudo-second order 

process. A mathematical model of ultrasonic degradation of yeast aggregate was proposed.   
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I. I INTRODUCTION 
Ultrasound is a very effective source of energy for degradation and dispergation of material which are widely 

used in technological processes for obtaining of paints, magnetic materials, metal particles etc [1, 2]. Its 

application in chemical and biological processes is limited by a rise of many different reactions under the high 

energy with a formation of great quantity of products [3, 4].  

Ultrasound can be used for enhanced of sludge decomposition at biological wastewater treatment [5 – 7]. Sludge 

floccules have been broken at short sonication times with formation of small size particles stabilized in water 

[8]. An increase of quantity of microorganisms in a unite volume of dispersion leads to the intensification of 

methane  elimination in anaerobic treatment of microorganisms in sludge [6, 8] or carbon dioxide in aerobic 

condition [9]. Therefore concentration of vitae microorganisms in water and soluble organic substances is 

increased at their treatment by ultrasound. 

Sonication of well-dispersed microorganisms leads to their partial or full destruction [10, 11]. Reduction of 

bacteria E. coli concentrated in the caviting jet due to the cavitation generated till 1000 times was observed [10]. 

The concentration of Saccharomyces cerevisiae during ultrasonic treatment is decreased by the pseudo first 

order process [11]. The rate constant of microorganism’s inactivation as a function of the vibration amplitude 

was similar to that of hydrogen peroxide formation in the distilled water. The inactivation of microorganisms 

can be connected with their treatment by hydroperoxid radicals formed from water in  the result of growth and 

collapse of microscopic bubbles under the cavitation conditions [2, 12].  

Cytologic investigation of Saccharomyces cerevisiae treated by ultrasound [10] showed that main changes were 

observed inside of cells. Mechanical deformation and partial destruction of nuclea, vacuola structures are taken 

place in a short time of sonication. The cell walls are broken and the cell content is washed  away at the second 

stage of the ultrasonic treatment. Further oxidation of organic substances is proceeded by the pseudo-first order 

reaction [9]. There is need to note that the rate constant of this reaction depends on the strength of bonds 

between hydrogen and carbon atoms in organic compounds or their redox potencial. The oxidation of methyl 

violet in aqueous solutions during ultrasonic treatment is proceeded according to the pseudo-first order. 

However the rate constant is decreased greatly when the initial concentration of substance is increased [12]. The 

destruction of metallophthalocyanines in the presence of CHCl3 and hydrogen peroxide during sonication is the 

radical reaction [10]. Radicals 
•
OH, Cl

•
 and CH2Cl

•
2 are formed during the reaction of decomposition of 

hydrogen peroxide. 

The aim of our investigation was comparison of the mechanical influence of ultrasound on the destruction  of 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae colonies in dispersion and products of their decomposition and also on the decrease 

of chemical oxygen demand of  dispersion of microorganisms. The creation of ultrasound treatment model for 

the  complex of microorganisms and glucose oxidation. 

 

II. EXPERIMENTAL PART 
Glucose (Aldrich), dry yeast (technical standart TU U 158-00-383320), distilled water were used for 

experiments.  Ultrasound transducer UZDN-2T with  working frequency of 22 kHz and power of 40 W/min was 

used.  Dry Saccharomyces cerevisiae were dispersed in 1 l of distilled water by mixing at 8 min
-1

 during 1 hour 

at room temperature. Then 125 ml of sample was prepared by mixing of 8% Saccharomyces cerevisiae 
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dispersion with distilled water. The obtained dispersion contained 1-8% of dry Saccharomyces cerevisiae. 

Chemical oxygen demand (COD) and the most probable number (MPN) of vitable microorganisms were 

investigated in each sample. COD was studied by standard method (EPA method 410.4). The MPN was 

determined by surface planting on the meat-peptone agar medium before and after treatment. Two plates were 

used for each dilution and incubated at 37
0
C for 48 h. The influence of ultrasound was measured for 4 different 

concentrations of yeast cells at different treatment time and at 36
0
C. Analysis of samples was described above.  

The microphotograph experiments were prepared by electronic transmission microscope PEM-100. Radius of 

yeast aggregates in dispersion was determined by sedimentation method. 

 

III. RESULT AND THEIR DISCUSSION 
Investigations of the number of vitable microorganisms in unite volume of dispersion after dispergation of dry 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae during sonication have shown (Fig. 1), that their concentration were  increased during 

first 30 minutes till maximum. Then their quantity were sharply decreased in comparison with untreated cells.  
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Figure1. Dependence of the number of vitable Saccharomyces cerevisiae in the unite volume of dispersion on 

time during sonication (1) and without it (2). Initial concentration of yeast was 1,6 g/l. 

It is a need to note that the part of microorganisms was viable in this condition. Investigation of aggregate size 

by sedimentation method showed (Fig. 2) that average  radius of aggregates found by the sedimentation method 

was decreased during 30 min of sonication. This coincide with results of microphotograph experiments 
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Figure2. The change of the radius of the aggregate of yeast dispersion in time during sonication. Initial 

concentrations of yeast in aerobic condition were 1.6 (1), 4 (2) and in anaerobic condition (3) 

Mechanism of destruction of  agglomerates of microorganisms can be described taking into account that the 

ultrasound energy is spent on the formation of a new surface of contact with media when aggregate is broken.  

Volume of  aggregate can be calculated according to equation: 

V = 4πR
3
/3                                                                          (1)  

         where R is the radius of aggregate found by the sedimentation method. 

The number of aggregates in the unit volume of dispersion is equal to: 

N = c/(Vρ)                                                                           (2) 

         where c is the initial concentration of Saccharomyces cerevisiae in dispersion (g/l), ρ is the density of 

swelling microorganisms. 

Fig. 3 shows that the number of aggregates of microorganisms in the unit volume of dispersion rises up 

practically linear in time till 30 min. It coincides with microbiological data (Fig. 1). The rate of new aggregate 

formation is increased when the initial concentration of Saccharomyces cerevisiae in dispersion is increased. 
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Figure3. Dependence of the number of aggregates of Saccharomyces cerevisiae in the unit volume in time 

during ultrasonic irradiation. Initial concentrations of yeast were 1,6 (1), 4 (2) and 8 (3) g/l. 

Taking into account that elimination of  ultrasound energy is constant in time; the rate of formation of new 

surface of aggregate at its distraction is proportional to the surface area participating in the formation of bonds 

between particles in aggregate: 

dSn/dt = − kSnN                                                                  (3) 

       where k is the rate constant of new surface area formation; 

             Sn is the surface participating in bonds formation between particles in aggregate in unit volume of 

dispersion.Equation (4) can be obtained by integration of equation (3): 

ln(Sn/Sn0) = − kt                                                                 (4) 

       where Sn0 is initial surface participating in bonds formation between particles in   aggregate in the unit 

volume of initial dispersion. 

Sn = N1S1 – NSa                                                                 (5) 

       where N1 is the whole number of microorganisms in aggregate or simple bacteria; 

        S1 is the surface area of one simple bacteria; 

        Sa is outside surface area of cell aggregate. 

Sa = 4πR
2
                                                                           (6)  

From the equation (4) – (6) the next equation can be obtained:  

ln(1 − 4πNR
2
/(N1S1) = ln(1 − 4πN0R

2
0/(N1S1) − kt           (7) 
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        where N0 and R0 are the initial concentrations of aggregates in dispersion and their radius. 

Fig. 4 shows that the experimental data or the concentration of  aggregates of microorganisms and their radius 

lie on the straight lines in the coordinates of Eq.(7).  
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Figure4. Dependence of the number of Saccharomyces cerevisiae aggregates in the unit volume of dispersion in 

time in coordinates according to Eq. (7). Initial concentrations of yeast were 4(1), 1.6 (2) and 8 (3) g/l. 

The rate constants k (Table 1) for different initial concentration of cells in dispersion are close each to other. 

Correlation coefficient of the straight lines are higher than critical (0.878) for significance level (0.05)Therefore 

the mathematical model describes the process of decomposition of  aggregates with new surface formation.   

Table 1 Correlation coefficient and rate constants of dispersion of  aggregates of microorganisms under 

ultrasonic treatment 

c, g/l R ln(1 − 4π N0R
2

0/(N1S1) k, s
-1

 

8.0 0.988 0.47±0.05 0.029±0.002 

4.0 0.961 0.63±0.07 0,030±0.004 

1.6 0.987 0.60±0.05 0,026±0.004 

Soluble organic compounds or cell walls are oxidized evidently during sonication in the first stage of the 

process. 

Investigation of the oxidation of microorganisms under ultrasound treatment shows that the COD of dispersion 

is not changed in the absence of oxygen (anaerobic conditions) (Fig. 5, curve 1). At the same time the change of 

COD of dispersion of microorgamisms in air is high enough (Fig. 5, curve 2). Oxygen bubbling by dispersion of 

yeast during sonication increases the rate of COD change in comparison with the rate in air (curve 2, 3). 

Therefore main oxidizing agent is an oxygen and 
•
OH radicals formed from water during sonication play only 

secondary role. Real energy of O-H bound breaking in water is close to 420 kJ/kal and it is larger than energy of 

C-H or C-C bound breaking 360 or 260 kJ/kal correspondingly.   
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Figure5. The change of COD of yeast dispersion in time during ultrasonic irradiation in anaerobic condition (1), 

in aerobic condition (2) and at the oxygen bubbling through dispersion (3). Initial concentration of yeast 1,6 g/l. 

Fig. 6 shows that experimental data of glucose oxidation during sonication proceeded according to the first order 

reaction. The rate constant of the process is equal to 0,988   that is higher than critical. An increase of oxygen 

concentration can lead to an increase of reaction rate according Eq. (7). Figure 6 shows that oxygen bubbling by 

dispersion increases to its concentration in media and the oxidation rate.  

It is a need to note that the oxidation rate of glucose is higher than microorganisms’ dispersion at equal 

concentrations. 
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Figure6. Semilogariphmic dependence of COD of glucose solution in time during sonication. Initial 

concentration of glucose were 1.6 (1) and 160  g/l (2). 

It can be connected with heterogenic media of yeast dispersion. Oxidation of microorganisms proceeds 

evidently on their surface because oxygen inside microorganisms is bounded with metal organic complex and it 

is low active in radical processes. Moreover oxygen concentration inside microorganisms is lower than outside 

of them.  

The investigation of microorganisms oxidation during sonication showed that this process proceeded according 

to the pseudo second order reaction (Fig. 7). 
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Figure7. Dependence of COD of yeast dispersion in time in coordinates of the second order process at oxygen 

bubbling (1, 2) and in aerobic condition (3, 4). Initial concentration of dry Saccharomyces cerevisiae were 1.6 

(1, 3) and 8 g/l (2, 4). 

Correlation coefficient is equal to 0,999 and reaction constant isequal to 5,558∙10
-9

 and 1,457∙10
-8

 for 

microorganisms oxidation in air and at oxygen bubbling by dispersion corresponding (Table 2). 
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Table 2 Correlation coefficient and rate constants of yeast dispersion under ultrasonic treatment in different 

condition 

c, g/l conditions R k 

1.6 anaerobic −  

1.6 aerobic 0.981 6.767∙10
-6

 

8 aerobic 0.994 8.670∙10
-6

 

1.6 oxygen bubbling 0.999 3.954∙10
-6

 

8 oxygen bubbling 0.998 4.057∙10
-6

 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
Ultrasonic technology is an effective method to enhance clusters of microorganisms decomposition and to 

increase of the concentration of vitable microorganisms in dispersion as well as the rate of biological 

processes. Mathematical model which describes decomposition of yeast aggregates with formation of 

single microorganisms or small cells aggregates during sonication is proposed. Oxidation of solved organic 

compounds during sonication proceeds according to the pseudo first order reaction and can be described by 

well known theory.  Dispersion of microorganisms is heterogenic system and its oxidation proceeds 

according to pseudo second order reaction evidently only on the cell surface. 
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